In this work we consider a distributed system formed by a master processor and a collection of n processors (workers) that can execute tasks; worker processors are untrusted and might act maliciously. The master assigns tasks to workers to be executed. Each task returns a binary value, and we want the master to accept only correct values with high probability. Furthermore, we assume that the service provided by the workers is not free; for each task that a worker is assigned, the master is charged with a work-unit. Therefore, considering a single task assigned to several workers, our goal is to have the master computer to accept the correct value of the task with high probability, with the smallest possible amount of work (number of workers the master assigns the task). We explore two ways of bounding the number of faulty processors: (a) we consider a fixed bound f < n/2 on the maximum number of workers that may fail, and (b) a probability p < 1/2 of any processor to be faulty (all processors are faulty with probability p, independently of the rest of processors).
Introduction
Problem and Motivation. The demand for processing large amounts of data has increased over the last decade. As traditional one-processor machines have limited computational power, distributed systems consisting of hundreds of thousands of cooperating processing units are used instead. An example of such a massive distributed cooperative computation is the SETI@home project [17] . As the search for extraterrestrial intelligence involves the analysis of gigabytes of raw data that a fixed-size collection of machines would not be able to effectively carry out, the data are distributed to millions of voluntary machines around the world. A machine acts as a server and sends data (aka tasks) to these client computers, which they process and report back the result of the task computation. However, these client computers are not trustworthy and might act maliciously. This gives rise to a crucial problem: how can we prevent malicious clients from damaging the outcome of the overall computation?
In this work we abstract this problem in the form of a distributed system consisting of a master fail-free processor M and a collection of n (powerful) processors, called workers, that can execute tasks; worker processors might act maliciously, that is, they are Byzantine [20] . Since each task returns a value, we want the master to accept only correct values with high probability. Namely, if ε 1 is the probability of accepting an incorrect value, we want a probability of success of at least 1 − ε (e.g., 1 − 1/n). However, we assume that the service provided by the workers is not free (as opposed to the SETI@home project). For each task that a worker is assigned, the master computer is charged with a work-unit. Furthermore, processors can be slow, and messages can get lost or arrive late; in order to introduce these assumptions in the model, we consider that there is a known probability d (which may depend on n) of M receiving the reply from a given worker on time. We also consider two types of known bounds on the number of malicious workers: we either consider a fixed bound f < n/2 on the maximum number of workers that may fail, or a probability p < 1/2 of any processor to be faulty (f and p may depend on n). Given the above model, and considering a single task (which returns a binary value) assigned to several workers, our goal is to have the master computer to accept the correct value of the task with probability of success at least 1 − ε, and with the smallest possible amount of work (number of workers M assigned the task). (The problem and model are presented in detail in Section 2.) Observe that a trivial solution to the above problem when all messages are delivered on time (i.e., d = 1) and there are no more than f < n/2 malicious workers is to have M assign the task to 2f + 1 workers. This guarantees that the correct value is accepted (with probability 1). Note, however, that if f = Θ(n), then the work is linear on n (which is not desired). Furthermore, if d < 1, there are less than 2f + 1 workers available to execute the task, or we consider a probabilistic model of failures (each processor is faulty with probability p < 1/2), then it is not so obvious how to fully guarantee that a correct value is accepted with high probability. In this work, we develop two non-trivial algorithms for this problem and we show that it is in fact possible to obtain high probability of success with low work (for example, in the above case of d = 1 and linear f , if ε = 1/n, processor M accepts the correct value with probability at least 1 − 1/n and with work logarithmic on n instead of linear). Furthermore, we provide lower bound results on the work required to achieve high probability of success.
Prior/Related Work. The problem we consider in this work is clearly related to the voting problems (e.g., [4, 21, 18] ). In these problems (and hence in these papers) there is a set of entities or "voters," some of which can be faulty. Every voter proposes a value (usually obtained from some computation) to a deciding agent, such that non-faulty voters always propose the correct value, while faulty voters can have different behaviors. From the set of proposed values, the agent uses a strategy to choose a value that it believes to be the correct one. The purpose of a good strategy is to maximize the probability of choosing the correct value. The main difference of these problems with the problem studied in this paper is that they usually assume that all the entities in the system propose a value (implicitly they assume that proposing a value involves no cost), and only the probability of a bad choice has to be minimized. In our model this probability is chosen a priori and the cost, measured as the number of entities involved, is minimized.
Additionally, differences exist between the models considered and our model. For instance, both Blough and Sullivan [4] and Paquette and Pelc [21] assume that the values proposed by non-faulty voters are always received by the deciding agent, and that there is a priori knowledge of the probability of each possible value to be correct. Also, in [4] it is assumed a priori knowledge of the probability for a faulty entity to propose each possible value (faulty entities are not really Byzantine). In [21] , Byzantine failures are considered and the authors are concerned with the computational cost of the strategy, proposing strategies with linear cost on the number of voters.
To our knowledge, the work on voting closest to our model is that of Kumar and Malik [18] , since they define a reliability level that has to be achieved and try to minimize the cost of achieving it. However, they still assume that the deciding agent gets proposals from all the entities. More importantly, they assume that each entity has associated a cost versus reliability curve that defines the cost that has to be invested in that entity in order to have a given probability of the entity proposing the correct value. Then, under this model the strategies are able to tune the failure probability of each voter to optimize the total cost. In our model, the failure probability is given, the master gets to choose how many entities are asked to propose, and the cost is the number of entities chosen.
A real system that is very related to the model presented in this paper is the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [2, 3] . This system allows volunteers to provide free computational cycles to perform intensive computation in a form similar to the one proposed in this paper. In fact, the SETI@home project now runs over BOINC. With BOINC, an application can submit to the system a task to be executed. Then, instances of the task are dispatched to several clients and a validation process is used to decide which returned value to accept as correct output of the task. In BOINC the number of instances of a task executed and the validation procedure is application dependent: the application has to provide the number of instances, a function to compare the received results, a function to validate, and the minimum number of received results in order to start validating. Once this latter minimum is reached, the validation process is invoked with the set of received responses, after each new response is received, until some value is accepted. If an instance does not respond by some given time another instance is started.
Like in the original SETI@home system, and unlike in our model, applications in BOINC are not restricted on the number of instances of a task they request and are not charged for the computational power they use. This could be dangerous if applications act selfishly and start a large number of instances. On the other hand, application programmers may not have enough information to be able to appropriately tune up the number of instances and the validation mechanism. The theoretical model and algorithms proposed in this paper could be adapted by BOINC designers to incorporate the validation mechanism as part of the system, and letting the applications simply ask for a certain level of reliability. The results of this paper could be used to derive the number of instances that have to be started for a task, and the validation strategy to be used.
Another problem related to the problem we consider in this work is the Do-All problem, in which a collection of k processors need to cooperatively perform t independent tasks in the presence of failures (e.g., [5, 14, 15, 12] ). Re-cently, this problem was studied under Byzantine processors [8] . Several deterministic lower and upper bound results were introduced on the complexity of solving the DoAll problem in a synchronous distributed system where up to f nodes might behave maliciously. Although the idea of reliably executing tasks in the presence of malicious processors is the same, both the model and the problem we consider here are different. For example, in the above DoAll paper, processors attempt to collectively decide whether a task has been correctly performed without in fact having to learn the result of the task, as opposed to our problem where a single processor must decide the validity of a task result (and of course obtain that value).
Finally, there is an interesting connection between the problem considered in this work and the problems of reliably computing Boolean k-variable functions with noisy Boolean circuits (e.g., [22, 10] ), noisy Boolean decisions trees (e.g., [22, 16, 7, 6] ), and noisy broadcast (e.g., [11, 13, 19] ). Also, the fact that the master has to decide upfront the number of queries connects our model with the model of static noisy Boolean decision trees. In particular, our problem can be viewed as the problem of reliably computing the trivial function of one variable (F (x) = x) with a noisy static Boolean decision tree. However, we have identified several differences between our model and the models considered in the literature for these problems. For example, in their models, a query of a bit always returns an answer (0 or 1) as opposed to our model in which it is possible not to get a reply for a query (either a malicious worker chooses not to reply at all or a message is not received on time). Recent work [23] investigated the reliable computation of Boolean k-variable functions assuming that pfaulty copies of each input bit are received. However, it is assumed that is fixed as opposed to our model where the number of received replies is not fixed.
Differences exist also in the complexity measures considered. In noisy circuits and decision trees, upper and lower bounds are usually given as functions of either (a) the sensitivity s (or the critical number) of a function (number of bits that are critical for the correct computation of the function), or (b) simply the number of variables k of the function. Moreover, it is assumed that the probability p of a bit to be given incorrectly and the probability ε that the function is computed incorrectly are constants (we do not impose this restriction in our model). Therefore, the asymptotic bounds presented, especially the lower bounds (e.g., Ω(s lg s) or Ω(k lg k)) are meaningless in our model, since s = k = 1 (it is worth mentioning that their analytical results leading to the asymptotic expressions are usually not dependent on p and ε). In fact, in this work, we present a new lower bound on the depth required by noisy static Boolean decision trees for the reliable computation of the trivial function that depends on p and ε. In the noisy broadcast model, bounds are given as functions of the number of broadcasts needed to compute a given function.
Again, these bounds do not apply to our model, since in our model we have a single convergecast (from the workers to the Master) and not multiple broadcasts between the workers.
Contributions.
We study an interesting variation of the voting problem under a model that captures realistic systems of distributed computation. To the best of our knowledge, the problem and model as presented here have not been studied in prior work. Our work demonstrates that it is possible to execute tasks reliably in the presence of malicious processors with high probability and with low cost. In particular,
• We present lower bounds on work, considering both mechanisms of bounding the number of malicious workers (maximum number of malicious workers f < n/2, probability of each worker failing p < 1/2). Particularly, we identify lower bounds on the minimum amount of (expected) work required, so that any algorithm accepts the correct value with probability of success 1 − ε. Furthermore, we derive a new lower bound on the depth of noisy static Boolean decision trees [22] required for the reliable computation of the 1-variable trivial function (F (x) = x); the bound is expressed as a function of p and ε.
• We develop two algorithms: (a) the Majority Based Algorithm (MBA) which is a simple and natural algorithm where M decides on the majority of received responses, and (b) the Threshold Based Algorithm (TBA) in which if M receives a certain number of responses with equal value (threshold) it makes a decision, otherwise it decides on the majority of the received responses. Algorithm TBA is early-terminating as opposed to MBA that always waits for a time T and then makes a decision on the value to accept. • We analyze the algorithms using Chernoff bounds.
Both algorithms obtain the same probability of success 1 − ε and we derive similar upper bounds on the (expected) work required in doing so, expressed as functions of ε, d, and either p or f . Furthermore, for the cases where p is a constant or f is linear both algorithms achieve the same asymptotic upper bounds on (expected) work, which are asymptotically optimal with respect to our lower bounds; in this case the work complexity is Θ((− lg ε)/d).
Paper Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model and definitions. In Section 3 we present lower bounds on work in order to achieve high probability of correct decision in the model we consider. In Section 4 we present algorithms MBA and TBA and show that they achieve the desired probability of correct decision while maintaining low work. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss and compare our two algo-Processor i ∈ P , does: 1 Wait to receive from M a task to be executed 2 Execute the task 3 Send to M the computed value v Figure 1 . Algorithm executed by any worker processor.
rithms and the lower bounds and identify interesting future research directions.
Model and Definitions
We study execution of tasks in a system in which the processors can behave maliciously, i.e., are Byzantine [20] . We assume there is a fail-free master processor M which has a task to be executed. This task returns a binary value, which M wants to reliably obtain. Processor M is not capable of executing the task itself, so a set P of n (powerful) processors, P = {1, ..., n}, that can execute the task, is made available to M . We refer to these processors as workers. The workers are continuously waiting for M to assign them a task to execute, they execute a task if they are assigned one, and return the computed value (as depicted in Figure 1 ).
The workers are not considered to be trustworthy and in fact, they might act maliciously (e.g., they might send an incorrect value, send no value, etc.). However, we assume that a malicious processor, that is a faulty processor, cannot impersonate another processor and cannot modify nor remove other processors' messages (including M ). Clearly, in order to be able to do anything useful, the number of processors that may fail has to be bounded. We consider two kinds of mechanisms to bound the number of malicious processors. We either assume that (i) there is a fixed bound f < n/2 on the maximum number of processors that fail, or (ii) there is a probability p < 1/2 of any processor to be faulty (each processor is faulty with probability p, independently of the rest of processors). We assume that the set of faulty processors is fixed before M assigns the task to the workers and it does not change during the execution. We also assume that M knows a priori the corresponding value f or p, but has no a priori knowledge of which processor can be faulty.
We further assume that processors are asynchronous with respect to each other and the communication between them is not reliable. Therefore, processors can be slow, and messages can get lost or arrive late. In order to incorporate these assumptions in the model, we consider that there is a known non-decreasing probability d of M receiving the reply from a given worker (that is willing to reply) on time. This probability is identically distributed and independent for each worker. The reply may not arrive on time due to several reasons: the worker never receives the message from M , M never receives the reply from the worker, or the whole process takes too much time and the reply is simply late. Note that we do not differentiate whether the worker is faulty or not.
Then, under this model we assume that M is given a task, whose correct output value is v, and a probability ε 1 (e.g., 1/n), and M must accept v with success probability of at least 1 − ε and low cost. By success probability we mean the probability of M deciding the correct value that the task returns. To attempt to decide the correct value, M must assign the execution of the task to a set of workers (not necessarily all of them), wait for replies from them, and decide from the replies obtained. We refer to the above procedure as a round. Note that we do not allow a second round to take place; M must accept a value at the end of the first (and only) round. This guarantees fast termination of algorithms. Note also that once M accepts a value, it is not allowed to change its decision and choose a different value. For each worker M assigned the task, M is charged with one work-unit. Given a task assignment, its cost, or work, is defined as the total number of work-units that M is charged for, that is, the total number of workers that M assigned the task. Then, the objective is to minimize the (expected) work of the assignment while obtaining a success probability of at least 1 − ε.
Finally, we assume that M has no a priori knowledge of the correct value to be computed by the task. Let V be the set of possible values returned by the task to be executed. This means that M has no information on the probability that each of the values in V has to be the solution of the task. In this work we consider only cases where V = {0, 1}. Note that since M decides in one round, it makes sense to assume that faulty workers prefer to reply to M with an incorrect value rather than to choose not to reply at all (of course their message might be lost or delayed). During the rest of the paper we will assume that this is always the case: a faulty worker always replies with the incorrect value. The faulty workers can obtain the incorrect value either by collaborating, or by simply computing the task (if v is the result, then they respond with 1 − v).
Lower Bounds on Work
In this section we give lower bounds on the (expected) work of any algorithm with success probability no less than 1 − ε. To do so, we lower bound the minimum number of replies M must have in order to decide with the desired success probability. Since we have two different ways to characterize processor failures, p and f , we have different bounds for each case.
We begin with the following lemma, which states that the algorithms that accept the most received value among the replies have the maximum success probability. The proof is omitted due to lack of space.
Lemma 3.1 If an algorithm
A has success probability 1 − ε, then there is an algorithm A with success probability no less than 1 − ε that always accepts the most frequent value among the received replies.
Then, for the lower bounds we only need to consider algorithms that accept the most replied value. The following theorem, for the case when workers fail with probability p, shows that any algorithm must have runs in which the same task is assigned to a minimum number of workers.
Theorem 3.2 If workers fail with probability
If this happens, a majority of replies come from faulty processors which return the same incorrect value 1 − v, and M will decide incorrectly. Then, the success probability of the execution is below 1 − ε. Since this happens for all runs, the success probability of the majority algorithm is below 1 − ε. This and Lemma 3.1 completes the proof. The above Theorem leads to a new non-trivial lower bound result on the depth of noisy static Boolean decision trees [22] .
Corollary 3.3
Any noisy static Boolean decision tree for the function F (x) = x when the error probability is p and the probability of a correct answer is at least 1−ε has depth at least 2 lg ε lg p − 2.
The following theorem presents a similar lower bound for the case when at most f workers can fail. For this bound to hold we need f to be large enough. Proof: Suppose that the algorithm uses majority to decide and always assigns the task to no more than 2
workers. This implies that M gets r ≤ 2 lg ε lg f +lg ε n − 2 = 2 log f +lg ε n ε−2 replies. Then, since M did not have knowledge of which processors are faulty when assigning the task, and all selected processors have the same probability of getting their replies through, the probability that a majority of the replies come from faulty processors is at least
where the second inequality follows from the fact that lg ε < 0, which implies that (f + lg ε)/n < f /n < 1/2. Then, lg f +lg ε n < −1 and hence r/2 < − lg ε. Then, if this happens, a majority of the replies will return the same incorrect value 1 − v, and M will decide incorrectly. Then, the success probability of the execution is below 1 − ε. Since this happens for all runs, the success probability of the majority algorithm is below 1 − ε. This and Lemma 3.1 complete the proof.
The above bounds show the existence of runs with a minimum number of processors assigned to a task, but do not give conditions on the distribution of these assignments. The following results give lower bounds on the expected number of workers to which any algorithm assigns a task. These bounds are very close to the above bounds. Proof: Suppose that the algorithm uses majority to decide and assigns on average the tasks to no more than lg p − 1)) = log p (2ε) − 1 replies. Let R be the random variable of number of replies obtained by M , using Markov's inequality we have that Pr R ≥ 2R ≤ 1/2. Then, we can lower bound the probability that in any run M gets less than 2R replies and a majority of then return the same incorrect value 1 − v as follows. Let X be the number of incorrect replies. Then, Pr (R < 2R) Pr X > R/2|R < 2R ≥
Theorem 3.5 If ε ≤ 1/2 and workers fail with probability p, the expected number of workers to which any algorithm assigns a task must be more than
Then, M will decide incorrectly if this happens, and hence the success probability of the majority algorithm is smaller than 1 − ε. This and Lemma 3.1 complete the proof.
Theorem 3.6
If f > − lg(2ε) workers fail and ε ≤ 1/2, the expected number of workers to which any algorithm assigns a task must be more than
to decide with probability of success at least 1 − ε.
Proof: Suppose that the algorithm uses majority to decide and assigns on average the tasks to no more than
workers. This implies that M gets on
replies. Let R and X be random variables as defined in the proof of the previous theorem, again we have that Pr R ≥ 2R ≤ 1/2. Then, we have that
where the second inequality follows from the fact that lg(2ε) ≤ 0, which implies that (f + lg(2ε))/n ≤ f /n < 1/2. Then, lg f +lg(2ε) n < −1 and hence R/2 < R ≤ lg(2ε) lg f +lg(2ε) n − 1 < − lg(2ε). Then, M will decide incorrectly if this happens, and hence the success probability of the majority algorithm is smaller than 1 − ε. This and Lemma 3.1 complete the proof.
Note that the above lower bounds do not restrict the assignments nor the decision policy of the algorithm. Furthermore, the workers assigned to the same task can be so at different times. In all cases, the bounds give the total number of workers that must be assigned to a task until accepting a value.
Proposed Algorithms
In this section we present two algorithms that the master processor M can run in order to solve the proposed problem. The first algorithm, called Majority Based Algorithm (MBA for short) is a simple and natural algorithm where M decides on the majority of received responses. In the second algorithm, called Threshold Based Algorithm (TBA for short), if M receives a certain number of responses with equal value (threshold) it makes a decision, otherwise it decides on the majority of the received responses.
Both algorithms operate under a time restriction, that is, M needs to decide by some time T . More precisely, the value T determines how long M will wait for replies from the worker processors. Algorithm TBA might terminate before time T , that is, the algorithm is early-terminating. Following the definitions given in Section 2, d denotes the probability of M receiving a reply from a worker (that is willing to reply) within time T . Clearly, M can choose this parameter T to tune the probability d.
The exact analyses of the algorithms give exact values for the probability of success. However, the expressions found are hard to handle in order to find the most appropriate parameters of the algorithms that M can use in each case. Even attempts for computing and plotting these values failed, as the computations require a big degree of floating point accuracy and range of arithmetic values. Therefore, we perform looser analyses with Chernoff bounds. These analyses allow us to obtain much simpler expressions to Processor M does: 1 Choose a set S ⊆ P uniformly at random 2 Send the task to be executed to the workers in S 3 Wait T time for replies from the workers in S 4 Accept the most frequently returned value v 
for all 0 < δ ≤ 1, and
for all 0 < δ ≤ 1.
The Majority Based Algorithm
We first present and analyze the Majority Based Algorithm (MBA). In this algorithm, processor M first chooses among the workers in set P a subset S and assigns the task to be executed to them. Then it waits for replies for a fixed time T . After that, it decides the value by simple voting (breaking ties at random). The workers in S are chosen uniformly at random from those in P . We consider two ways of choosing the subset S: either (i) M fixes the size s of S and chooses s processors uniformly at random from P , or (ii) M fixes a probability q and chooses each processor in P independently with probability q. Hence, M can choose either the size s or the probability q. The formulation of the MBA algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
We now show that algorithm MBA achieves high probability of success while restricting the amount of work. 
Proof:
We denote by X the random variable that accounts for the number of replies that M gets from faulty workers (that is, replies with the incorrect value) and by Y the random variable that accounts for the number of replies that M gets from non-faulty workers (that is, replies with the correct value by the end of period T ). Define R = X + Y , and let R = E[R] be its expectation. Then the probability of the algorithm MBA making an incorrect decision (that is, accepting the incorrect value) can be bounded as follows.
We now treat each term separately. The first term can be bounded with the Chernoff bound of Lemma 4.1(β), fixing δ = 1/3:
To bound the second term we need the following claim, which trivially follows from p < 1/2 and f < n/2, whichever the case.
Claim: Let c and c be two non-negative integers. If
From the Claim we have that,
We want to use now a Chernoff bound to bound this probability. Let S be the set of chosen processors and F be the set of faulty processors. If parameter p is used, we define, for each i ∈ S, the Bernoulli random variable X
(1) i = 1 if and only if processor i is faulty and its reply reaches M on time. Then it is easy to verify that X = i∈S X (1) i and that these variables are independent. If parameter f is used, we define, for each i ∈ F ∩ S, the Bernoulli random variable X (2) i = 1 if and only if processor i's reply reaches M on time. It is also easy to verify that X = i∈F ∩S X (2) i and that these variables are independent. Clearly, if R = 2R/3 then the expected value of X is X = E[X] = ϕ2R/3, where ϕ is either p or f /n. Then, we can apply Lemma 4.1(α) with δ = 1 2ϕ − 1 as long as 1/4 ≤ ϕ < 1/2 (to guarantee 0 < δ ≤ 1), and Processor M does: 1 Choose a set S ⊆ P uniformly at random 2 Send the task to be executed to the workers in S 3 Wait for replies from the workers in S 4 If there are τ replies with the same value v before time T 5 Accept v 6 Else 7
Accept the most frequently returned value v Figure 3 . Threshold based algorithm executed by processor M .
obtain that Pr X ≥ R/3|R = 2R/3 ≤ e
. Now,
≤ R/18, we can add both bounds and
. In order to keep this value no larger than ε, it is enough to guarantee that R ≥ 18ϕ(ln 2−ln ε)
. Since either R = sd or R = nqd and either ϕ = p or ϕ = f /n, the four cases of the statement of the theorem hold.
The Threshold Based Algorithm
We now present and analyze the Threshold Based Algorithm. This early-terminating algorithm is described in pseudocode in Figure 3 .
As in algorithm MBA, processor M chooses subset S ⊆ P uniformly at random and either by fixing the size s of by fixing the probability q of a processor being chosen (see previous subsection). The threshold value τ is the number of equal replies (coming from workers in S) that will be needed to accept a given value v, before or on time T . The value of τ has to be large in order to prevent faulty processors to drive M to make a wrong decision. On the other hand, the value of τ should not be too large, because otherwise M will not get enough replies from correct processors to accept the correct value quickly. If by time T , M does not receive τ replies, then it follows the strategy of algorithm MBA and accepts the most frequently returned value v (breaking ties at random).
We now show that algorithm TBA achieves high probability of correct acceptance with low (expected) work. Moreover, for p < 1/6 and f < n/6 the values for p = 1/6 and f = n/6 are used, respectively.
Proof:
We first present a general analysis that is independent of the specific parameters considered (p or f and q or s) and then we derive the results for each case following the general analysis. To simplify the analysis we assume that if M would have gotten τ replies from malicious workers by time T , it decides the incorrect value (this is like assuming that bad replies reach M before the good ones). Moreover, even if M does not get τ bad replies, we assume that it decides the incorrect value unless it gets at least τ good replies (that is, in Line 7 of Figure 3 the incorrect value is always accepted). All these assumptions lead to a correct but pessimistic analysis.
We define the random variables X and Y as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Our pessimistic view leads to the following non-success property for algorithm TBA:
To proceed we use the Chernoff bounds given in Lemma 4.1. We define the appropriate Bernoulli variables later (when we consider each specific case). Denote , where the last inequality also follows from Y > X. Then, to bound the probability of non-success by ε, we force 2e
≤ ε, which yields
We now show the results for each case (a)-(d) by defining appropriate Bernoulli variables and replacing the values of X and Y on Eq. (1). We need to define a different set of Bernoulli random variables for each case in order to ensure their independence.
Case (a): parameters p and q. We define the following Bernoulli random variables. For each i ∈ P , the Bernoulli random variable X = 1] = qd, for any i ∈ F and j ∈ P \ F , and X = f qd and Y = (n − f )qd. From Eq. (1), we obtain the stated result for case (b).
Case (c): parameters p and s. For this case, we only define Bernoulli random variables for the processors in S. Then, for each i ∈ S, the variable X 
, for any i ∈ F ∩ S and j ∈ (P \ F ) ∩ S, and X = f sd/n and Y = (n − f )sd/n. From Eq. (1), we obtain the stated result for case (d).
Finally, using basic calculus (derivatives) it is easily shown that the equations for (expected) work for cases (a) to (d) are minimized when p = 1/6 or f = n/6. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Discussion
In this work we consider the problem of executing tasks reliably in the presence of untrustworthy processors that may act maliciously. We consider a model of a distributed system with a master processor M and a set of n untrustworthy workers. Processor M must assign a task to a subset of the workers so that the probability of accepting the correct value of the task is high, while the amount of work (number of workers assigned the task) required in doing so is minimized. We bound the potential number of faulty workers in two ways: either by considering a fixed bound f < n/2 on the maximum number of processors that fail, or by considering a probability p < 1/2 of any processor to be faulty (all processors are faulty with probability p, independently of the rest of processors). Additionally we allow for unreliable and slow communications, including in the model the probability d that the reply from a worker reaches M on time.
We first present lower bounds on work for this model, considering both mechanisms of bounding the number of malicious workers. Particularly, we identify lower bounds on the minimum amount of work required, so that any algorithm accepts the correct value with probability of success 1 − ε, where ε 1.
Then, we develop and analyze two algorithms: (a) algorithm MBA which is a simple and natural algorithm where M decides on the majority of received responses, and (b) algorithm TBA in which if M receives a certain number of responses with equal value (threshold) it makes a decision, otherwise it decides on the majority of the received responses. Both algorithms obtain the same probability of success 1 − ε and we derive similar upper bounds on the work required in doing so. In particular, the bounds for both algorithms only differ on a factor of 6 · p 2 or (6 · f /n) 2 (depending on the mode of failures considered), that is, algorithm MBA requires less work than algorithm TBA if p < 1/ √ 6 or f < n/ √ 6. Therefore, for the cases where p is a constant or f is linear both algorithms achieve the same asymptotic upper bounds on work, which are asymptotically optimal with respect to the lower bounds obtained in this work; in this case the work complexity is Θ((− lg ε)/d). Given the above discussion, and based on the analysis we obtained, we consider algorithm TBA to be most preferable than algorithm MBA, since TBA is earlyterminating (discussed in Section 4) as opposed to MBA that always waits for time T and then makes a decision on the value to accept. Figure 4 shows graphical comparisons of the two algorithms and the lower bounds we obtain by plugging certain values on the analytical expression we have derived. Additionally, it presents the minimum value of s that would satisfy the desired success probability for MBA, obtained by simulation. From the left plot it can be observed how the work of MBA is below that of TBA when p is smaller than 1/ √ 6, that they match at this point, and it is above that of TBA for larger values of p. From the right plot it can be observed the similar behavior of our upper and lower bound results as ε changes. As previously discussed in the paper, performing an exact analysis of our algorithms proved to be very difficult, mainly due to the complicated derived formulas that do not allow us to express the important parameters of the model and algorithms in a meaningful way. Therefore, we have chosen to analyze our algorithms using Chernoff bounds, which has enabled us to obtain closed-form equations for these parameters. Additionally, to simplify the analyses we had to make pessimistic assumptions. Not surprisingly, it appears that in some cases there is a big gap between our upper and lower bound results. We believe that the gap can be decreased by improving both the analyses of the lower bounds and of the algorithms. Especially for the algorithms' analyses, we believe that if we are able to use less pessimistic assumptions or to avoid the use of Chernoff bounds (or perhaps use/devise a more appropriate Chernoff bound for our problem) then we should be able to improve the bounds on work while maintaining the same probability of success.
Another interesting research direction is to relax the oneround assumption of our model (which was used to guarantee fast termination of algorithms) and allow for M to decide in more than one round. For instance, M could start a second round if it did not receive enough replies in the first round. Intuitively, in such a case, M should be able to obtain better probability of success or perhaps less expected work. This gives rise to the following question: By how much is the probability of success increased and how are algorithm termination and the bounds on work affected?
Another direction is to consider the more general problem where there is a sequence of tasks whose values M must reliably obtain while maintaining the overall work (required for all tasks) low. Our current algorithms provide trivial bounds on work for this model (work as computed in this paper times the number of tasks that must be executed) with the same probability of success for each task execution. These trivial bounds are possibly too loose and one could improve them by taking into account the possibility of avoiding re-using identified faulty processors in the upcoming task executions. For that a mechanism for identifying or suspecting workers as faulty needs to be devised.
Finally, an interesting extension to this work would be to consider the situation where it is possible for a task to return more than two values (that is, |V | > 2). In the case where the faulty processors can collaborate and agree on the incorrect values they will return to M , then our analysis trivially holds. However it would be very interesting to study what happens in the case where faulty processors do not collaborate or their collaboration is restricted. Ongoing work is underway toward this direction.
